National Institute of Electronics & Information Technology

Corrigendum

“Beware of the fraudulent e-mail”

An e-mail dated 5th March 2018 from Shri Mohit Sharma of Nabadigant Educational Trust (NDET) has come to the notice of NIELIT fraudulently claiming that recently Koustuv Group of Institutions (KGI) have been appointed as Regional Administrator of National Institute of Electronics & Information Technology (NIELIT) for North, East and West India and have full rights of appointing Facilitation Centers, Tie ups with schools, ITIs, Engg. Colleges, Govt. Institutions, MP/MLA funds, CSR Funds and any other state government work which comes under Digital Literacy course DLC.

NIELIT hereby informs that it has not authorized "Nabadigant Educational Trust" /"NDET" or any other firm as its Regional Administrator in North, East and West India. NIELIT has received related documents which clarifies that neither Nabadigant Educational Trust nor Koustuv Group of Institution is related to this fraudulent email. Since the matter relates to fraud, if any institute / firm/ company/trust or society deals with these persons Sh. Mohit Sharma and Sh. Mahendra Sharma shall be doing at its own risk and cost, NIELIT will not be responsible for any kind of fraud/cheating.